
Northern Arizona University and Afforai
Enhancing Research with Generative AI

Northern Arizona University elevating research using

AI with Afforai

The partnership between Northern

Arizona University and Afforai brings AI-

powered research assistants to enhance

education within NAU's College of

Nursing.

AUSTIN, TEXAS, UNITED STATES, June

25, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- We are

excited to announce a transformative

partnership between the College of

Nursing at Northern Arizona University

(NAU) and Afforai, which introduces an

AI-powered research assistant to

enhance the academic capabilities of

students and faculty. This collaboration

is set to revolutionize the way research

is conducted.

What is Northern Arizona University

(NAU)?

Northern Arizona University (NAU) is a distinguished public university known for its commitment

to academic excellence, student-centered approaches, and providing a quality, accessible
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education at great value. Located in Flagstaff, Arizona, NAU

offers a wide range of programs and is renowned for its

unique labs, exclusive experiential learning opportunities,

and robust student support and resources.

What is Afforai?

Afforai is a cutting-edge technology company specializing

in AI-integrated tools that assist researchers and

academics. It is an AI-powered reference manager that

helps researchers manage, annotate, cite papers, and

http://www.einpresswire.com
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conduct literature reviews with AI reliably. This platform offers capabilities that make research

faster and more accurate, enhancing the overall efficiency of academic work.

The Story Behind the Partnership

The partnership began with Dr. Delaney La Rosa, Associate Dean of Academic and Inclusive

Excellence at NAU's College of Nursing, who personally used Afforai and experienced its

significant benefits. Impressed by its capabilities, Dr. La Rosa met with Alec, the co-founder and

CEO of Afforai, in early 2024 to discuss potential collaboration. Their ongoing dialogue and

feedback sessions have greatly contributed to refining Afforai's features to better serve

academic needs.

Motivated to officially integrate this technology into the academic framework, Dr. La Rosa

spearheaded the launch of a private pilot program within the College of Nursing. This program is

initially available to a select group of faculties, staff, and students, aiming to customize the AI

tool to meet the specific needs of academic research and education.

"Afforai is the catalyst to what’s next in research. In my practice as a professor and researcher,

it’s my thinking partner, source finder, fact-checker, and efficiency accelerator. With Afforai, I can

design course material and conduct and expand research at a pace I never thought possible." -

said Dr. Delaney La Rosa, Associate Dean of Academic and Inclusive Excellence, College of

Nursing.

"We started Afforai with a mission to create tools that enhance researchers in the age of AI, not

to replace them. I am proud of this partnership with NAU, and I believe it's just the beginning of

what we can achieve together." - said Alec Nguyen, Co-Founder & CEO of Afforai.

For additional details about this exciting NAU-Afforai partnership and how it will benefit the

faculty and students at NAU, please visit our partnership page.

Conclusion

This partnership between Northern Arizona University and Afforai marks a significant

advancement in the integration of AI technology in higher education. By equipping the College of

Nursing of NAU with an AI-powered research assistant, we look to set a new standard for

academic research that is more efficient, precise, and accessible. We eagerly anticipate the

outcomes of this pilot program and look forward to expanding this innovative technology across

more departments and institutions in the future.

Stay tuned for more updates on this pioneering initiative, and witness firsthand how AI is

reshaping the landscape of academic research at NAU and beyond.
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